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Abstrat
We have studied preursors of the global failure in some self-organised ritial models of
sand-pile (in BTW and Manna models) and in the random ber bundle model (RFB). In
both BTW and Manna model, as one adds a small but xed number of sand grains (heights)
to any entral site of the stable pile, the loal dynamis starts and ontinues for an average
relaxation time τ and an average number of topplings ∆ spread over a radial distane ξ. We
nd that these quantities all depend on the average height hav of the pile and they all diverge
as hav approahes the ritial height hc from below: ∆ ∼ (hc − hav)
−δ
, τ ∼ (hc − hav)
−γ
and ξ ∼ (hc − hav)
−ν
. Numerially we nd δ ≃ 2.0, γ ≃ 1.2 and ν ≃ 1.0 for both BTW
and Manna model in two dimensions. In the strained RFB model we nd that the break-
down suseptibility χ (giving the dierential inrement of the number of broken bers due
to inrease in external load) and the relaxation time τ , both diverge as the applied load or
stress σ approahes the network failure threshold σc from below: χ ∼ (σc −σ)
−1/2
and τ ∼
(σc −σ)
−1/2
. These self-organised dynamial models of failure therefore show some denite
preursors with robust power laws long before the failure point. Suh well-haraterised
preursors should help prediting the global failure point of the systems in advane.
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I. Introdution
In a sand-pile, whenever the loal slope at the surfae of the pile exeeds the angle of repose,
avalanhes take plae and the sand grains move to the neighbouring sites. If the loal slope of
these neighbouring sites inrease, in turn, beyond the angle of repose, avalanhes ontinue.
Otherwise the dynamis stops until another sand grain is added to the pile. The system
nally attains a self-organised state where extra grains, when added, get out of the system
through suessive avalanhes from its boundary. Models of sand-piles have been developed
to study suh self-organisation. Bak, Tang and Wiesenfeld (BTW) [1, 2℄ introdued the
random height sand-pile model where height units are added randomly at any site at a
onstant rate and a site topples when its height equals an integer threshold value hth (= 4
for square lattie, for example). Whenever any site topples, the loal height beomes zero
there and the height is loally onserved by equal sharing among the nearest neighbours
(four in number for square lattie) and the neighbours get one unit of height added to theirs'.
The boundary of the system is ompletely absorbing. As more and more grains (heights)
are added slowly to the system, the average height hav of the system gradually inreases
and attains a ritial height hc (equivalent to the angle of repose of the sand-pile), beyond
whih the growth of average height stops as the further addition of grains at any site auses
suessive avalanhes or failures of all sizes. These happen due to the long-range orrelations
developed and the additional grains nally get out of the system through its boundaries. The
self-organised state here beomes ritial as it involves power law behaviour in avalanhe
size distribution and the orresponding lifetime distribution. Extensive numerial hekings
onrmed this self-organised ritial behaviour in both two and three dimensional sand piles
[3, 4℄. Later, Manna introdued [5℄ a two state and stohasti version of the BTW model
where the threshold height has been hosen to be two (hth = 2). The toppling at any site
redues the height there to zero and the toppled heights add to the height of any stoastially
hosen site among the four neighbouring sites of the toppled one. Here also, with onstant
addition of sand grains, the system gradually reahes again a ritial state and there the
avalanhe size distribution and the orresponding lifetime distribution again follow similar
saling behaviour. However, the exponents for the Manna model seem to be dierent [5, 6℄
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from those of the BTW model. A similar self-organising dynamis is also seen in a strained
random ber bundle (RFB) model [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄ where N bers are onneted in
parallel to eah other and lamped between their two ends. The strength of the individual
bers has a random distribution (white, Gaussian or otherwise). Under a load F , a fration
of the bers fail immediately whose strengths are less than the stress σ (= F/N). After this,
the total load of the bundle redistributes globally as the stress is transferred from broken
bers to the remaining unbroken ones. This redistribution auses seondary failures whih
in general auses further failures and so on. After some typial relaxation time τ (dependent
on σ), the system ultimately beomes stable if the applied stress σ is less than a ritial
value σc, beyond whih all the bers break and the network fails ompletely. Although the
RFB model is not a self-organised ritial one (as the failure state at σ > σc is not ritial),
it has some self-organising dynamis (stress redistribution for σ ≤ σc) similar to the earlier
ones and is very simple to takle analytially. The studies of these self-organising model
systems and their saling behaviour have been extremely useful in analysing the statistis of
frature and breakdown in real materials, inluding in earthquakes [4, 13, 14℄.
An obvious question arises: Are there any preursors or prior indiations whih an tell
how far a (slowly) growing sand-pile or a gradually strained ber bundle is away from its
global failure point? The study of preursors in self-organised systems was initiated by
Aharyya and Chakrabarti [15℄. Here, the global failure is identied as the system spanning
avalanhe ourring at hav = hc. They tried to study the response of BTW model to pulsed
addition of grains (heights) in two and three dimensional sand-piles, where, `pulse' means a
xed number of grains, added at any site to trigger the dynamis loally in time and spae.
Adding a pulse of heights at any site of a stable pile (where toppling had stopped), they
measured the response of the system in terms of the number of aeted or toppled sites (∆)
and the orresponding response or relaxation time (τ) at various average heights (hav) of
the system. They observed that both ∆ and τ diverge as hav approahes the ritial height
hc. They also estimated the exponents involved in the power laws for these divergenes.
However, these estimates for the exponent values were not quite aurate due to the small
system sizes onsidered and strong pulses applied. Similarly, the breakdown suseptibility
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[15℄ of the RFB model was studied by measuring the inrement in the number of broken
bers with the inrement in the stress σ [16℄. It was seen that this dierential inrease in
the number of broken bers due to innitesimal inrease in stress σ, diverges as the stress σ
approahes the global failure threshold σc.
In this paper, we have studied several preursors in the models of sand-piles and random
ber bundle. We have studied the response of sand-pile models (both BTW and Manna
model) to pulsed addition of sand grains (heights; for unit time or unit pulse width), where
the applied pulse strength is negligible, so that the statistial state of the system is not
perturbed signiantly by the applied pulse. We have identied three parameters, namely,
the total number of topplings (∆), the orresponding relaxation time (τ) and the orrelation
length (ξ); all of whih diverge as the average height (hav) of the pile approahes the ritial
height (hc). The values of the exponents for the variations of these quantities (∆, τ and
ξ) with hav near hc have been estimated aurately. In fat, the estimated value of the
ritial height or the loation of the atastrophe point hc, extrapolated separately from the
growing (preursor) values of ∆, τ and ξ (for hav values below hc), agree quite well with the
previous diret numerial estimates [17℄ for the same. In the RFB model, we have studied
the breakdown suseptibility (χ) and the response time (τ) required for the bundle to beome
stable when an initial load or stress σ (< σc) is applied on it. Both χ and τ diverge as σ
approahes σc. The growth behaviour of these preursors for σ below σc and the possibility
of their extrapolations for estimating the failure point σc of the network is disussed.
II. Preursors in the BTW model
a) Model
Let us onsider a BTW model on a square lattie of size L×L. At eah lattie site (i, j),
there is an integer variable hi,j whih represents the height of the sand olumn at that site.
A unit of height (one sand grain) is added at a randomly hosen site at eah time step and
the system evolves in disrete time. The dynamis starts as soon as any site (i, j) has got a
height equal to the threshold value (hth= 4): the site topples, i.e., hi,j beomes zero there,
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and the heights of the four neighbouring sites inrease by one unit
hi,j → hi,j − 4, hi±1,j → hi±1,j + 1, hi,j±1 → hi,j±1 + 1. (1)
If, due to this toppling at site (i, j), any neighbouring site beome unstable (its height reahes
the threshold value), they in turn follow the same dynamis. The proess ontinues till all
sites beome stable (hi,j < hth for all (i, j)). When toppling ours at the boundary of the
lattie (four nearest neighbours are not available), extra heights get o the lattie and are
removed from the system.
With a very slow but steady rate of addition of unit height (sand grain) at random sites
of the lattie, the avalanhes get orrelated over longer and longer ranges and the average
height (hav) of the system grows with time. Gradually the orrelation length (ξ) beomes
of the order the system size L. Here, on average, the additional height units start leaving
the system as the system approahes toward a ritial average height hc(L) and the average
height remains stable there (see Fig. 1). Also the system beomes ritial here as the
distributions of the avalanhe sizes and the orresponding life times follow robust power
laws [3, 4℄. In fat, a nite size saling t hc(L) = hc(∞) + CL
−1/ν
(obtained by setting ξ
∼ | hc(L)− hc(∞) |
−ν= L), where C is a onstant, with ν ≃ 1.0 gives hc ≡ hc(∞) ≃ 2.124
(see inset of Fig. 1). Similar nite size saling t with ν = 1.0 gave hc(∞) ≃ 2.124 in earlier
large sale simulations [17℄.
b) Simulation studies for pulsed perturbation
We have taken random height BTW systems on square lattie of dierent sizes (L = 100,
200 and 300). At a xed value of L, for any pile onguration at an average height hav,
when all sites of the system have beome stable (dynamis have stopped), a xed number of
height units hp = 4 (pulse of sand grains) is added at any entral point of the system. Just
after this addition, the loal dynamis starts and it takes a nite time or iterations to return
bak to the stable state (hi,j < 4 for all (i, j)) after several toppling events. For eah value of
hav(< hc), we take about 10
5
initial ongurations and this response or relaxation time has
been noted for eah of them. The average relaxation time τ is obtained taking averages over
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all ongurations and is seen to diverge as hav approahes the ritial height hc (see Fig. 2
(a)). Near hc, τ follows a power law τ ∼ (hc − hav)
−γ
, where γ ∼= 1.2. The plot of τ−1/γ
with hav is a straight line with negative slope. Extrapolating the straight line and loating
the vanishing point of τ−1/γ one an estimate the ritial point hc = 2.13± .01 (see inset of
Fig. 2 (a)) whih is very lose to the previous numerial estimate hc ∼= 2.124 [17℄.
Another response parameter, the average size of the damage (∆), i.e., the average number
of topplings (after the addition of pulse) has been measured as follows: the number of
topplings for eah onguration at eah value of hav is noted and averaged out over the
initial ongurations (about 105 in number). Thus the average ∆ for that value of hav is
estimated and this is also seen to diverges as hav → hc (see Fig. 2 (b)). Near the ritial
point, we nd ∆ ∼ (hc−hav)
−δ
, where δ ∼= 2.0. The plot of ∆−1/δ versus hav gives a straight
line with negative slope (see inset of Fig. 2 (b)) whih an again be used to estimate hc
(= 2.12± .01) after extrapolating the straight line up to the vanishing point of ∆−1/δ.
We have also measured the orrelation length ξ of the system during the same experiment.
When the pulse is added at any entral point (i0, j0) of the system at some hav, toppling starts
there and gradually it moves toward the boundaries . We have marked the farthest aeted
site (if , jf) (where at least one toppling has ourred due to the pulse) with respet to the
entral site (i0, j0) where the pulse had been added. Clearly, the average (over ongurations)
distane between the entral and the farthest aeted sites (|(i0, j0)−(if , jf )|) is a measure of
the orrelation length of the system at that hav. This orrelation length ξ is seen to diverge
as hav → hc (see Fig. 2 ()) following a power law ξ ∼ (hc−hav)
−ν
, where ν ∼= 1.0. The plot
of ξ−1/ν versus hav (see inset of Fig. 2 ()) is a straight line. The vanishing point of ξ
−1/ν
gives an estimate of the ritial point hc and we nd hc = 2.13 ± .01. This is also lose to
the previously estimated ritial value.
III. Preursors in the Manna model
a) Model
We onsider now the Abelian Manna model on a square lattie of size L× L, where the
sites an be either empty or oupied with unit height i.e., the height variables an have
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binary states hi,j = 1 or hi,j = 0. A site is hosen randomly and one height is added at that
site. If the site is initially empty, it gets oupied:
hi,j → hi,j + 1, (2)
If the hosen site is previously oupied then a toppling or `hard ore interation' rejets
both the heights from that site:
hi,j → hi,j − 2, (3)
and eah of these two rejeted heights stohastially hooses its host among the 4 neigh-
bours of the toppled site. The toppling an happen in hains if any hosen neighbour was
previously oupied and thus asades are reated. After the system attains stable state
(dynamis stopped), a new site is hosen randomly and unit height is added to it. Thus the
system evolves in disrete time steps. Here again the boundary is assumed to be ompletely
absorbing so that heights an leave the system due to the toppling at the boundary.
With a slow rate of addition of heights at random sites, initially the average height of
the system grows with time and soon the system approahes toward a ritial average height
hc, where the average height stabilizes and does not hange with further addition of heights
(see Fig. 3). The ritial average height hc has a nite size dependene and a similar nite
size saling t hc(L) = hc(∞) + CL
−1/ν
gives ν ≃ 1.0 and hc ≡ hc(∞) ≃ 0.716 (see inset of
Fig. 3). This is lose to an earlier estimate hc ≃ 0.71695 [18℄, made in a somewhat dierent
version of the model. The avalanhe size distribution has got power laws similar to the BTW
model, at this self-organised ritial state at hav = hc. However the exponents seem to be
dierent [5, 6℄, ompared to those of BTW model, for this stohasti model.
b) Simulation studies with pulsed perturbation
We have onsidered Manna model on square lattie of dierent sizes (L = 100, 200 and
300). At a xed value of L, for any pile onguration at an average height hav, a xed
number of heights hp = 2 has been added at any entral point of the stable pile (for whih
dynamis had stopped). Just after the addition, the loal dynamis starts and it takes
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a nite time (iteration number) to return bak to the stable state (hi,j < 2 for all (i, j))
after several toppling events. For eah value of hav(< hc) this response time for eah pile
onguration has been noted and the average relaxation time τ is obtained from the average
over 105 dierent ongurations. Near ritial point τ is seen to diverge (see Fig. 4 (a)) as
hav approahes the ritial height hc with a power law τ ∼ (hc − hav)
−γ
, where γ ∼= 1.2.
The plot of τ−1/γ with hav is a straight line (see inset of Fig. 4(a)) with negative slope.
Extrapolating the straight line and loating the vanishing point of τ−1/γ we have estimated
the ritial height as hc = 0.72± .01, whih is very lose to the previous numerial estimate
hc ∼= 0.716 for this model (see inset of Fig. 3).
The size of the damage, i.e., the total number of topplings (after the addition of pulse)
has also been measured for the above ases. The average (over about 105 ongurations)
number of topplings ∆ also diverges as average height hav approahes the ritial height hc
and near ritial point ∆ grows as ∆ ∼ (hc − hav)
−δ
, where δ ∼= 2.0 (see Fig. 4 (b)). The
plot of ∆−1/δ versus hav gives a straight line whih an be used to estimate hc (= 0.72± .01)
after extrapolation (see inset of Fig. 4 (b)).
The orrelation length (ξ) of the system has been measured following the same proedure
as in the BTW model, desribed in the previous setion. The average (over about 105
ongurations) orrelation length ξ again diverges (see Fig. 4 ()) as hav → hc and near
ritial point ξ follows the power law ξ ∼ (hc − hav)
−ν
, where ν ∼= 1.0 . The plot of ξ−1/ν
versus hav is a straight line with negative slope and the vanishing value of ξ
−1/ν
estimates the
ritial density hc = 0.72± .01 (see inset of Fig. 4 ()) whih is again lose to the estimated
ritial density from diret numerial study.
IV. Preursors in the random ber bundle model
a) The model
We onsider a RFB model ontaining N elasti bers lamped at two ends, where the
failure stress of the individual bers are distributed randomly and uniformly within 0 and 1
(white distribution). Global load sharing is assumed and the applied load on the bundle is
demoratially shared among the existing intat bers of the bundle. With the appliation of
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any small load F (= σ N , with σ ≪ 1) on the bundle, an initial stress σ sets in. At the rst
step, σN number of bers are broken o, leaving Nu1(σ) = (1 − σ)N number of unbroken
bers. After this, the applied fore is redistributed uniformly among remaining intat bers
and the stress (per ber) is then readjusted to a value F/[Nu1(σ)] = σ/(1 − σ). With
this new readjusted stress, some extra bers for whih the strengths are below the above
readjusted stress fail and the total number of broken bers inreases to a value N [σ/(1−σ)],
leaving Nu2(σ) = [1− σ/(1− σ)]N unbroken bers. This in turn readjusts the stress again
and indues further failure giving rise to a reursive relation:
un(σ) = 1−
σ
un−1(σ)
, (4)
for the fration u of unbroken bers at the n-th and (n − 1)-th iteration for stress σ. This
dynamis of suessive failure propagates therefore in (disrete) time until Nun−1(σ) −
Nun(σ) ≤ 1, or the suessive stress readjustments make so little hange that even one ber
annot be found in the network having strength between the suessive readjusted value.
For an innite (N →∞) ber bundle, we denote the fration of unbroken bers here by the
xed point value u⋆(σ). The ritial stress σc is determined by that σ above whih there is
no xed point and un(σ)→ 0 as n→∞. Beause of the above simple reursion relation (4)
for u, in the uniformly distributed RFB model, we an easily analyse the asymptoti features
of its dynamis. The dierential form of the above reursion relation (4) an be written as
du
dn
= −
(u2 − u+ σ)
u
. (5)
The xed point value of u is obtained by setting du/dn = 0. This gives
u⋆ =
1
2
+ (σc − σ)
1/2, (6)
where σc = 1/4. The other root is negleted here as it is unstable (see equation 7). Expanding
the equation (5) near the xed point value (6) of u, we an write u = u⋆ + ǫ, and
dǫ
dn
= −
ǫ(2u⋆ − 1)
u⋆
≃ −ǫ[4(σc − σ)
1/2], (7)
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as σ → σc, whih gives
un = u
⋆ + onst. exp(−n/τ0), (8)
where
τ0 =
1
4
(σc − σ)
−1/2. (9)
b) Study of the preursors
We have simulated the RFB model with a very slow but steady inrease of initial stress
σ on a bundle ontaining N bers (N ∼ 108). Appliation of some small initial stress σ
(= F/N) triggers the dynamis by breaking o a fration (1 − un) of bers, and global
readjustment of the stress auses further failures (un+1 < un). As mentioned before, after a
few steps or iterations, when N [un−1(σ) − un(σ)] ≤ 1, the dynamis stops and the bundle
beomes stable. We note this relaxation time τ required for the stabilisation. For eah
(initial) stress σ we start afresh with the intat bundle and note the relaxation time for eah
σ. The observation ontinues until we reah the threshold stress σc (= 1/4), above whih
the bundle fails totally (see Fig. 5). The relaxation time τ is seen to diverge as σ → σc
following a power law τ ∼ τ0 ∼ (σc −σ)
−1/2
(see inset of Fig. 5) whih an be explained
easily using equation (8).
Similar studies have been made for the breakdown suseptibility χ≡ dm /dσ, where m
= N(1−u⋆(σ)) is the total number of bers broken nally by stress σ (see inset of Fig. 5).
One nds χ ∼ (σc −σ)
−1/2
, in agreement with the previous observations [11, 16℄. This an
be easily explained from solution (6).
V. Summary and onluding remarks
In all the three dynamial models of failure we have onsidered here, we nd that long be-
fore the ourrene of global failures, the growing orrelations in the dynamis of onstituent
elements manifest themselves as various preursors. The number of topplings ∆, relaxation
time τ and the orrelation length ξ, in both BTW and Manna model, grow and diverge
following power laws as the systems approah their respetive ritial points hc from below:
∆ ∼ (hc − hav)
−δ
, τ ∼ (hc − hav)
−γ
and ξ ∼ (hc − hav)
−ν
. For two dimensional systems, we
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nd numerially here δ ≃ 2.0, γ ≃ 1.2 and ν ≃ 1.0 for both BTW and Manna model. We
ould not thus detet any signiant dierene in the power laws for these preursors. We
also ould not detet any signiant nite size eet in these preursors. Though this size
independene of the quantities we studied look quite unnatural at rst sight, there are strong
reasons. Basially, we study the behaviour for hav < hc, the preursor behaviour, where ξ
is neessarily nite. As we add here the tiny pulse at some entral site of a relatively large
system, the boundary eet an not be really felt beause of the smallness of ξ ompared
to L for most values of hav. This explaines the lak of nite size eet in our preursor
studies (whih of ourse is learly manifest when we hek our model results at hav = hc(L)).
It may also be noted that sine for hav near hc, in our system, ξ beomes of the order of
L, at hav = hc(L), our results suggest ∆ ∼ L
2.0
and τ ∼ L1.2. This in fat supports the
earlier analyti result for hav = hc(L) for large but nite systems, as obtained by Dhar [19℄.
Generally, if we write ∆ ∼ ξdf , we then get df = δ/ν ≃ 2.0 for the fratal dimension of the
avalanhe lusters.
Apart from the previous attempts [15℄, an indiret study in the xed energy sand pile
(FES) model [18℄ also indiated similar power law behaviour away from the ritial point
(essentially for hav above hc). In the BTW-FES model, the observed exponent values for
τ and ξ dier signiantly from those of ours'. However for the Manna-FES model, these
exponent values are lose to our estimates. The FES version of the models are somewhat
dierent by onstrution and the disrepanies in ase of BTW-FES estimates (ompared
to ours') seem to be physial in their origin. Due to lak of stohastiity, BTW model an
stabilise in several `metastable' states (above h

) and non-universality ours beause of
dierent initial onditions. This an also be seen from the dierene in the estimate of the
ritial point hc in the BTW and BTW-FES models; as mentioned before, no suh dierene
in the hc estimate seems to exist for the Manna and Manna-FES models. This dierene
in the hc values for the BTW ase might explain the dierene in the exponent values we
obtained (for hav < hc) and those obtained for the orresponding FES model (for hav > hc).
For the random ber bundle model, we nd that the breakdown suseptibility χ (giving
the inrement in the number of broken bers for an innitesimal inrement of load on the
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network) and the orresponding relaxation time τ (required for the network to stabilise, after
suessive failures of the bers), both diverge as the external load or stress approahes its
global failure point σc from below: χ ∼ (σc −σav)
−1/2
and τ ∼ (σc −σav)
−1/2
. These results
for the RFB model are of ourse analytially derived here for uniform distribution of strength
of the bers. It may be mentioned here that a similar behaviour for the time-to-frature (for
σ above σc; diverging with the same exponent 1/2 for τ) was observed in a RFB model where
the bers relax, under stress, to the elasti strain through visous damping [20℄. However,
the relaxational dynamis in this viso-elasti RFB model is not due to the (self-organising)
stress redistributions among the surviving bers and, as suh, is quite dierent in its origin.
In fat, this time-to-failure vanishes in the limit of zero damping oeient [20℄. However,
the similarities in the behaviour in suh distintly dierent situations also indiate interesting
possibilities.
Knowledge of the preursors and their power laws should help estimating preisely the
loation of the global failure or ritial point from the proper extrapolation of the above
quantities, whih are available long before the failure ours. The usefulness of suh preur-
sors an hardly be overemphasized.
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Figure aptions
Fig. 1: The growth of average height hav (< hc(L)) of the BTW model against the number
of iterations of adding unit heights (L = 100) . In the inset, we show the nite size behaviour
of the ritial height hc(L), obtained from simulation results for dierent L.
Fig. 2: The variations of the preursors with hav (< hc(L)) in the BTW model for dierent
system sizes: L = 100 (plus) L = 200 (ross) and L = 300 (open irle). (a) For relaxation
12
time τ ; in the inset τ−0.8 is plotted against hav. (b) For the total number of topplings ∆;
inset shows ∆−0.5 versus hav plot. () For the orrelation length ξ; in the inset, ξ
−1.0
is
plotted against hav.
Fig. 3: The growth of average height hav (< hc(L)) of the Manna model against the
number of iterations of adding unit heights (L = 100) . In the inset, we show the nite size
dependene of the ritial height hc(L), obtained from simulation results for dierent L.
Fig. 4: The variations of the preursors with hav (< hc(L)) in the Manna model for dierent
system sizes: L = 100 (plus) L = 200 (ross) and L = 300 (open irle). (a) For relaxation
time τ ; in the inset τ−0.8 is plotted against hav. (b) For the total number of topplings ∆;
inset shows ∆−0.5 versus hav plot. () For the orrelation length ξ; in the inset, ξ
−1.0
is
plotted against hav.
Fig. 5: Fration of the unbroken bers un at dierent times or iterations n in a RFB model
with uniform strength distribution, for dierent values of (initial) stress: σ = 0.24 (plus),
σ = 0.245 (ross), σ = 0.248 (open irle), σ = 0.25 (open square), σ = 0.252 (open triangle).
Note that the last value of σ is greater than σc(= 1/4), and the fration of unbroken bers
goes to zero here. Inset shows how the suseptibility χ (up triangle) and the relaxation time
τ (lled irle) both diverge as σ → σc(= 1/4).
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